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Abstract.
Let (u(t, x), v(t, x)) and (u(t, x), v(t, x)) be two nonnegative
classical solutions of

{ut

= Am+ v" , p > 0
v, = Av + uq , q > 0

in some strip ST = (0, T) x R , where 0 < T < oo , and suppose that

a(0, x) = «(0, x),

v(0,x) = v(0,x),

where «(0, x) and t;(0, x) are continuous, nonnegative, and bounded real
functions, one of which is not identically zero. Then one has
u(t, x) = ü(t, x),

v(t, x) = v(t, x)

inSr.

If pq > \ , the result is also true if w(0, x) = v(0, x) = 0 . On the other hand,
when 0 < pq < 1 , the set of solutions of (S) with zero initial values is given by

u(t;s) = cx(t-sf+

+ X)l{X-pQ),

v(t;s)=c2(t-s)l:+mi-M),

where 0 < s < f, c¡ and c2 are two positive constants depending only on p

and q , and (<J), = max{£, 0} .

1. Introduction
In this article we shall concern ourselves with the following initial-value problem:

(1.1a)

ut = Au + vp;

t>Q,xGRN

(1.1b)

vt = Av + uq ;

t>0,xGRN,

with N >l, p >0, q >0 and
(1.2a)

u(0, x) = u0(x),

x gR

(1.2b)

v(0, x) = vQ(x),

xgRn,
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where u0(x) and i>0(x) are nonnegative, continuous, and bounded real functions. Equations (1.1) represent a simple example of a reaction-diffusion system, and they can be viewed as a model to describe heat propagation in a
two-component combustible mixture. System (1.1) has been analyzed by several authors in the case of bounded and unbounded domains (cf. [7], [8], [5],
[4], [3], etc.). In particular, it has been shown in [3] that problem (1.1), (1.2) always has a classical solution in some strip ST = [0, T) x R with 0 < T < oo.
By this we shall mean a pair of nonnegative functions, often denoted in the
abridged way (u(t), v(t)), such that they belong to C2'x (ST), satisfy (1.1) and
(1.2), and remain bounded in any closed strip Sx = [0, t] x R with 0 < t < T.
A number of properties of solutions of (1.1), (1.2) were derived in [3]. In par-

ticular (cf. [3, Theorems 2 and 3]) if pq > 1 and

(1-3)

7+ 1

N

pq - I

2

1—JT>^,

where y — max{p, q], every nontrivial solution blows up in finite time, in
the sense that it becomes unbounded at some t = T* < +oo. On the other
hand, if pq > 1 and (1.3) fails, solutions might be bounded in any strip ST or
have a finite blow-up time, according to the size of their initial values u0, vQ.
To complete this picture, let us point out that solutions are global in time if

0 < pq < 1 (cf. [3, Theorem 1]).
For the scalar equation

(1.4)

ut = Au + u";

t>0,

xgRN,

it is well known that there is a finite-time blow-up of nontrivial solutions if

(1.5)

Ki<l4

whereas global continuation and blow-up are both possible if p > 1 + j? (cf.,
for instance, [8], [2], [9]). Indeed, every solution is global if 0 < p < 1. Notice
that (1.3) coincides with (1.5) when p = q , in which case (1.1), (1.2) reduce to
the Cauchy problem for (1.4) if u0 = v0 .
As recalled in [3], local existence for problem (1.1), (1.2) is rather standard,
as can be seen by, say, fixed-point arguments. Uniqueness, however, is not a
priori clear except in the straightforward case p > 1 and q > 1, and was
left open in that paper. For instance, one readily checks that, if 0 < pq < 1 ,
functions

(1.6a)

«.(0
with a = f±I
,
MW =
— cxf
^i
1 -pq

c\-pq = (1 -pq)P+\p + l)'[(q + l)~P

and
(1.6b)

vx(t) = c2tß with ß = y^-,

c2ß = c\

solve (1.1) and are such that w,(0) = vx(0) = 0. We show here the following
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result:
Theorem. Assume that p and q are different from zero and p < 1 or q < 1.

Then
(a) If 0 < pq < 1 and (uQ, v0) ,¿(0,0),
solution.

problem (1.1), (1.2) has a unique

(b) If 0 < pq < 1 and (u0, vQ) = (0,0),

the set of nontrivial nonnegative

solutions of '(1.1), (1.2) is given by
u(t; s) = cx(t-sf+,
v(t;s) = c2(t-sf+,
where (r)+ = max{r, 0} , s is any nonnegative real constant, and cx,c2,
a, and ß are as in (1.6).
(c) If pq > 1, there is a unique solution o/(l.l), (1.2).
2. Proof

of the theorem

We begin by recalling an auxiliary result already proved in [3, Lemma 2.4]:

Lemma 1. Let (u0, vQ) ^ (0, 0), and let (u(t, x), v(t, x)) be a solution of
(1.1), (1.2). Then for any x > 0 there exist constants c > 0 and a > 0 such

that
(2.1a)

u(t, x) > cexp(-a\x\

),

(2.1b)

v(r, x) > cexp(-a\x\

).

Proof. We just sketch, for completeness, the case where uQ ^ 0 and q > 1 .

Solutions of (1.1), (1.2) satisfy
(2.2a)

u(t) = S(t)u0 + [ S(t- s)vp(s) ds

(2.2b)

v(t) = S(t)v0 + [ S(t- s)uq(s) ds,
Jo

Jo

where

(2.3)

S(t)f = S(t)f(x) = (4nt)-NI2
j^ exp[-^^-J

/(£) ¿Í ■

We may assume without loss of generality that u0 > 0 in some ball centered
at the origin. Then there exists R > 0 such that v = inf{u0(Ç) : |t| < R} > 0

and, by (2.2a) and (2.3),
u(t,x)>S(t)u0>vexp(-l-^)(47iT)-N/2j

^expi-M-j

whence (2.1a) with a = ^ and c = v(47it)~N' Ly\<R(-^-)dy
hand, using (2.2b) and Jensen's inequality,

v(t,x)>

í S(t-s)(S(s)u0)qds>

Jo

¿y,
. On the other

[ (S(t - s)S(s)u0)qds

Jo

= f'(S(t)u0)qds,
Jo
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whence

(2.4)

v(t,x)>t(S(t)u0)q.

From this (2.1b) follows, with perhaps a different choice of c and a.
We now specialize to the case 0 < pq < 1.

Lemma 2. Let (u(t, x), v(t, x)) be a nontrivial solution of (1.1) with 0 < pq <

1. Then
(2.5a)

u(t, x) > cxta

(2.5b)

v(t,x)>c2tß,

where cx, c2, a, and ß are given in (1.6).
Proof. Assume first that uQ(x) > cexp(-a\x\
) for some c > 0 and a > 0.
Suppose, for definiteness, that 0 < p, q < 1. Since
(2.6)

S(t)exp(-a\x\2)

= (1 + 4ai)-"/2exp

(-7^^)

.

it follows that

u(t, x) > S(t)u0 > c(l+4at)-N/2exp

l-^i-\

and, by (2.2b),
v(t,x)>

/ S(t - s)(u(s, x))qds,
Jo

whence

v(t,x)>cq

f (l+4as)~N/2{q~i](l-r4as

+ 4aq(t-s))~N/2

Jo

x exo (_^t_"i
\ 1 +4as + 4aq(t>cq(\+4at)~NI2Qxp[

s) I

ds

— n

1 +4aqt I

We substitute this inequality in (2.2a) and use (2.6) to get
»i
«(',*)>/*
/ (l+4aí)~A'/'/V(l+4a^
+ 4Q^(í-5))"iV/2(l+4Q^)
./o
x exo {_aM^_)

y 1 + 4aqs + 4apq(t - s) J

ds

whence

-(I,„>/«(1+4a0-»-(l+4oi,rWesp(-^|Hl)^.
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By induction, we obtain, for j = 0, 1, 2, ... ,
;+i|Vi2
a(pq)J+l\x

u(t,x)>cu"a (pqYfj(t)exp

(2.7)

7+ 1, 1 B^A^,t'
"j+Vij+\

(p+i)

\ + 4a(pq)J+lt

*[(pq)J + (PQ)' l + ---+pq+l],

where

(2.8a)
///)

= (1 + 4at)-{N/2)pJ+>q'(l + 4aqt)-(NI2)plq'(l + AapgtY (/V/2)pV_1

(l + 4apV+10"iV/2

(p?)y i
:Utt (p+i)(pí
+i:
i

(2.8b)

>+l)((M)'

;-i
(PQ)

+ (Pï)'-I + -+l),

<rv-2
(2.8c) ¿,+1

((P+I)(p?+I)fl+1)

(P+1)(9+1)

-\P

1
((p+l)((pq)J-l

+ (pq)J-2 + --- + l)q+x-),

Notice that

(2.9)
(l-(PQ)J+')/(l-P?)

j+x lp+l)
i/(i-p?)

(l-M)

,-i-,
[(l+p?) -(P<?)
" ...((Pir; +, ^„vZ-i
(P?r + ••■+ !)"]
i/(i-P?)

whereas

^•+i= (n((p+i)((Pí)':+(Pí)*"i+---+/'í+i)9+i)(p?r
\k=0
-(Pi) H-t\i

g(„+1)(i^llf+1 ■M

-ffl(#£)

>,"n(i£±i)£+1-<M,'-,"v "-■
. fc=0

1 -Pi

so that

(2.10)

V,,

(^)""-M
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Finally,

fj(t) = (HO +4a(^VWW_Í>)

(U(l+4apkqk+lt)-^2^J-k)

\k=0

)

\k=0

)

= (f)(t))(f](t))
and, since

4at(pq)](j+\) = ¿2(pqY~k4a(pq)kt> ^(pq)^
k=0

log(\ + 4a(pqft),

k=0

we deduce that

(2.11)

lim fji](t)> I for i =1,2.

y—.Co

'

Taking into account (2.8)—(2.11), we let j —>oo in (2.7) to obtain (2.5a) under
our current assumptions. Estimate (2.5b) can be obtained in an analogous way.
The case where p or q are larger than or equal to 1 is similarly dealt with.

As to the general case, we take e > 0 but otherwise arbitrary, and set ue(t) s
u(t + e). One then has

ii,(i) = S(t)u£(0)+ f S(t - s)vp(s)ds,
Jo

where, by Lemma 1, u£(0) > cexp(-a\x\

) for some c and a.

Therefore

ue(t) > cxta , and accordingly

u(t) = u(e + (t-

e)) >cx(t-

s)a,

whence the result, since e > 0 is arbitrary.
As a next step, we show

Lemma 3. Assume that 0 < pq < 1, and suppose that (u0, v0) #(0,0).
there exists at most one solution of (I A), (1.2).

Then

Proof. Suppose first that 0 < p < 1 and 0 < q < 1 . We shall argue by
contradiction, thus assuming that for some (u0, v0) # (0,0) there exist two
different solutions (u(t), v(t)) and (U(t), v(t)) defined in some strip ST. It
then follows from (2.2), (2.5), and the mean value theorem that

(2.12)(k(0 -ïï(0)+<

/ S(t-s)(v"(s)-vp(s))+ds
Jo

< p4-x f S(t - s)(v(s)- v(s))+s{p-i]{q+mi-pq)
ds.
Jo

In a similar way, we get

(2.13)

(v(t)-v(t))+<qcq-x

[' S(t - s)(u(s) -ü(s))+s{q-l){p+mi-pq) ds.
Jo
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From (2.12) and (2.13), it follows that, setting \\f(t, OH^ = supx€R*\f(t, .)\,

(2.14)

IK«-«")*«!!«,
<pqcq~^2-1l^s(q+l)(p-mx-pq)^ t^^-'^-^IKu-^WILrft)^
= pq(\-pq)-2(p+\)(q+\)

x

^>+.)(P-»/U-P«) U\^^-^-^¡Ku-u)4x)\\dr)

ds.

We next show that the integrand above is indeed locally integrable. To this end,
we first notice that, since p and q are less than one,

(2.15)

IK«- ü)+(t)\\< |o' ||(«- v)+(s)\Lds ^ [ {[ IK«- *UTC drj ds,
so that

(2.16)

IKk-sUOIIoo
< (p+ i)-^x-pqh{p+mi-pq).

This implies that the right-hand side in (2.14) is convergent. Moreover, substi-

tuting (2.16) in (2.14) yields

(2.17)

||(« - S)+(0IU < Pq(P + iy^x-pq»tiP+mi-pq).

We may now use (2.17) to obtain a new bound for \\(u - «)+(i)||00 via (2.14).
Iterating this procedure k times, we obtain
(2.18)

\\(u-ü)+(»\\oo

< (pq)k(P + l)-{1/il-pq))t{p+mi-pq).

Now letting k —»oo , it follows that u = ü~, whence v = v .
It remains to consider yet the situation where one of the exponents p, q is
larger than or equal to one. Assume for instance that q > 1, and set f(s) —sp ,
g(v) = S(s)vQ + f0sS(s - T)vq(t)dT. Using (2.2) as well as the mean value
theorem for (f°g), it follows that for some w - du + (1 - 6)ü with 6 = 6(r)

and 0 < 6 < 1,

(2.19)

u(t)-u(t)<pq

Í S(t-s)

([SS(s-T)w9(r)dS'

-or

S(s-r)wq

x(r)(u-H)(x)dT)

ds.

On the other hand, by the Holder inequality,

Í

S(s -t)w"

ai

x(T)(u-ü)(t)dx
(«-i)/?
// e*
\ W-1J/?
rS

S(s - r)\w(x)\qdrj

^

\\

S(s - r)|(ti - «)(t)|? dxJ
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and therefore
•l / /-i

\P-l+(9-l)/9

IK«
- «"MOIL
^PQJ {SÍS{S
~ T)|u;(T)|9
d"
x (Í

S(s - t)|(« - m)(t)|9¿t^

</j.

Taking (2.5) into account again, we obtain

(2.20) ||(«- u)+(t)\\
<cf s-(q+X)lq
Qf ||(«- B)+(t)|&
¿t) ' <fc,
where c = pq(\ -pq)~{q+x)/q(q + l)x/q(p + 1). We now claim that

(2.21)

vp(t)-vp(t)<(ís(t-s)(u-ü)q+(s)ds)

.

Assuming this inequality for the moment, the proof is complete, since (2.12)
implies that

IK«- B)+(0lloo
^ fQH^W- ^(*)lloo
ds< £ (£ ||(«- «)+(t)||^^y ds,
so that (2.16) holds, and the result follows at once from (2.20) and (2.16), as
in the previous case. To show (2.21), let us write

Kt(x) = (4ntyNI2,xpi-^\.

For arbitrary a G (0, 1), one then has

v(t) = S(t)vQ+[ S(t-s)uq(s)ds
Jo

= S(t)v0+ f [

= S(t)vQ+ [ f K.(x-y)uq(s,y)dyds
Jo Jrn

K{lq_:a)/q(x-y)uq-a(s,y)K¿q(x-y)ua(s,y)dyds.

Jo Jr

Since u = ü + (u - Ü) <ü + (u - u)

and ua < if + (u - «)" , we have

v(t)<S(t)v0 + /' ÍK{tq_:a),q(x-y)uq-a(s,y)-K^q(x-y)jf(s,y)dyds
Jo Jm

+ /'

ÍK^a)/q(x-y)uq-a(s,y)K:!_q(x-y)(u-ü)a+(s,y)dyds.

Jo Jr
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Using Holder's inequality, we obtain
\ (q-a)/q

>)dy
v(t)<S(t)vQ+ J^I^Kt_s(x-y)uq(s,y)dy^
a/q

x (I NKt_s(x-y)uq(s,y)dy\

ds
(«-«)/«

+ JoÍ (I
Kt_s(x-y)uq(s,y)dy
\Jrn
x ( j n Kt_s(x - y)(u - «)* (s, y) dy)

ds

at S(t-s)uq(s)ds n,(?-<*)/?
rt

\ °/9

x I / S(t-s)JT(s)ds
/

rt

\(q-<*)/q

/

+ Í I S(t-s)uq(s)ds\

¡-t

I

\ Q/9

S(t-s)(u-ü)q+(s)ds)

so that, using the fact that for any nonnegative a, b, and c and any 0e(O,

,
1),

a + b ~ c < (a + b) ~ (a + c) ,
one arrives at

»(*) < v(t)(q-a)lqv(tfq + v(t)(q-a)lq([' S(t - s)(u - «)*(*)dsY
and, setting a = pq , (2.21) follows.
Concerning the case where uQ= v0 = 0, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 4. Assume that 0 < pq < 1 and u0 = vQ = 0. The set of nontrivial
nonnegative solutions o/(l.l), (1.2) is then given by the family

u(t;s) = cx(t-s){:+m]-pq),

v(t;s)

= c2(t-s){:+x)/ix-pq),

where 0 < s < t and cx, c2 are the constants in (1.6).
Proof. The proof consists of a slight modification of the corresponding result
for the scalar equation (1.4) (cf. [1]). Let (u, v) be a nontrivial solution of
(1.1), (1.2) under our current hypotheses. Then, by (2.2)

IImMIIoc
< fQ{[ \\u(T)\\ldx^
ds, IMOIL< fQ([pWCd*)9 ds>
so that

(2.22)

»«(OH«,
< cxt(p+mi-pq),

||«(0IU < c/q+mi-pq),
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with cx, c2 as in (1.6). By hypothesis, there exist / > 0 and x GRN such that
u(t, x) > 0 or v(t, x) > 0. Assume, for definiteness, that u(t, x) > 0, and
define t as follows

r = inf{r > 0: u(t, x) >0}.
By standard results, u(t, x) > 0 and v(t, x) > 0 for any x gRn
Now take 7 > x and set
ïï(/, x) = u(t + t, x),

v(t,x)-v(t

and t > t .

+ l,x).

Then (w, ü) solves (1.1) and ïï(0, x) > 0, v(0, x) > 0. Therefore, by Lemma

2,
u(f + 7, x) > cy^'/C-^,

u(i + 7, x) > c2t{9+mi-M)

for any t > 0. This implies that

(2.23)

«(/, x) > cx(t- x)J+1)/('-^ ,

„(/, x) > c2(t - rfq+xmx-pq)

for x G RN, t > 0. Now choose i< x and define
w(i, x) = u(t +1, x),

By our choice of x, (u,v)

v(t, x) = v(t + t, x).

solves (1.1), (1.2) with w(0) —v(0) - 0. Therefore,

by (2.22)
u(t + t_,x)< cxf+xlx-pq,

v(t + t_,x)< c2t(q+mx-pq)

for any t > 0 and x GRN, and this implies

(2.23)

u(t,x) <cx(t- tjy+WO-"!,

t;(i, x) < c2(i - t)J+«/(»-'»)

for x € E , / > 0, and the conclusion follows from (2.22) and (2.23).

Our last step consists of this lemma:

Lemma 5. Let p > 0 and q > 0 be such that pq > 1. Then, if (u(t), v(t))
and (U(t), v(t)) are solutions o/(l.l),
u(t) =Ti(t) and v(t) = v(t) in ST.

(1.2) in some strip ST, it follows that

Proof. The result is rather classical if p > 1 and q > 1. Assume for instance
that 0 < p < 1 < q . As in the proof of Lemma 3, we set f(s) = 5P , g(v)(s) =
S(s)v0 + fs S(s - x)vq(x)dx and use the Mean Value Theorem to get (2.19). We
now set

F(t)= sup ||(«-«MIL,
0<i<(

0<i<7\
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Clearly

X

S(s - x)wq

(x)(u-u)(x)dx

<F(t) f S(s-x)wq l(x)dx
Jo0

ai S(s-x)wq(x)dx) \(?-l)/9

il rs

<F(t)\\

\\Jo

(q-l)/q+p-l

S(s-x)w"(x)dx

/

»s

•(/

oo

\Jo

\ 1-P

S(s-x)wq(x)dx)

/

and substituting this into (2.19) yields
P-l/9

IK«
- «XOIL
<pqF(t)
f S(t- s)I\\Jof S(s- x)wq(x)
Jo

ds.

oo

As pq > 1, one is thus led to

(2.25)

F(t)<KtF(t)

for/small enough,

for some constant K depending on p, q, T and the bounds on u and ïï in
RArx[0, /]. Since (2.25) implies F(t) = 0 for / small enough, the result follows
by a suitable iteration of the previous argument. The case 0 < q < 1 < p is
similar.
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